Abstract. It is important for programs to have modular correctness properties. We look at non-deterministic programs expressed as termrewriting systems which compute normal forms of input terms and consider the case where individual systems share constructors, but not de ned symbols. We present some old and new su cient conditions under which termination existence of normal forms, regardless of computation strategy and con uence uniqueness are preserved by s u c h c o m binations.
Introduction
Rewriting is an important model of computation, with its clean syntax and simple semantics. Rewriting is also an important tool for equational reasoning in automated theorem proving and symbolic computation systems. Recent surveys of rewriting include Avenhaus and Madlener, 1990; Dershowitz and Jouannaud, 1990; Klop, 1992; Plaisted, 1993 . A rewrite system is a set of oriented equations, called rewrite rules. W e use an arrow instead of an equal sign, as in appendnil; x ! x, to distinguish the left side, append nil; x , from the right s i d e , x. A rule l ! r is applied to a term t by nding a subterm s of t that matches the left side l meaning that there exists a substitution of terms for variables in l such that s = l a n d replacing s with the corresponding instance r of the rule's right side. We write t ! t 0 to indicate that the result of the replacement i s t 0 . One computes with rewrite systems by repeatedly, and nondeterministically, applying rules to rewrite an input term until a normal form unrewritable term is obtained. When the normal form is unique, it can be taken as the value of the initial term.
Two of the most central properties of relevance for rewrite systems are con uence the Church-Rosser property; see Section 2|which implies that there can be at most one normal form for any term, and termination strong normalization in lambda calculus parlance; see Section 3|which implies the existence of at least one normal form. A con uent and terminating system is called convergent ? or complete or canonical and de nes exactly one normal form for each i n p u t term see Section 4.
If rewriting is to be recommended as a practical programmingparadigm, then it is important that one at least be able to combine two independent rewrite systems into one, and still maintain the desired properties for the combined system. Unfortunately, this is not always the case, but|as we will see|in certain more or less reasonable situations one can obtain such modularity.
For example, suppose one has a red system over a red alphabet consisting of the de ned symbol + x + 0 ! x x + sy ! sx + y for adding two n umbers in successor notation, with constructors s and 0 and a blue system with blue de ned symbol append appendnil; x ! x appendconsx; y; z ! consx; appendy;z for appending two lists using the list constructors cons and nil. We w ould like to be certain that the union of these two unrelated programs is terminating and con uent, just as its constituent systems are. That way, w e could be certain that terms containing a mixture of red and blue symbols, such a s appendconss0 + s0; nil; consss0 + s0; nil have unique normal forms. For the purposes of this exposition, a de ned symbol is any function symbol or constant that appears at the head of a left side and a constructor is any other non-variable symbol appearing in the rules. We w ould like modularity to hold even in the presence of additional rules, like 0 + x ! x append appendx; y; z ! append x; appendy;z The above red and blue systems have n o s y m bols at all in common. In most practical situations, one would want t o b e a b l e t o c o m bine the blue system with a system like:
interleavenil; x ! x interleaveconsx; y; z ! consy;interleavex; z that interleaves, rather than concatenates, two lists. Here the two list constructors appear in both programs.
In our de nition of a rewrite rule we imposed no restrictions on the appearance of variables: Both x 0 ! 0 a n d 0 ! x 0 are legitimate rewrite rules. Applying the latter to a term containing the constant 0 results in the replacement of that occurrence of 0 with any term of the form u 0 u can be any term at all. A system having a rule with a variable on the right that is not also on the left, is nonterminating and likely noncon uent. Similarly, a priori a rule could have j u s t a v ariable on the left for example, x ! x 1, in which c a s e i t is nonterminating. Since we are interested here in combinations of conceptually independent programs, we m ust rule out such cases from our discussions as is indeed the convention of some authors, including Huet, 1980 : a rule with a new variable on the right could introduce arbitrary nesting of variegated symbols; a rule with a variable for left side would apply at all positions of all terms and interfere with any other intended computation step. Accordingly, w e de ne constructor-sharing pairs of rewrite systems as including only rules with nonvariable left sides and no new right side variables and for which all function symbols that appear at the top of the left side of a rule of one system are prohibited from also appearing at the top left of a rule in the conjoined system.
In the following sections, we summarize some of what is known about constructor-sharing combinations, and sketch some new results. Properties other than con uence and termination, as well as hierarchical combinations that share more than constructors, lie beyond the scope of this paper.
Con uence
The rewrite relation on terms, for a given system, is denoted by !, its re exivetransitive closure, called derivability, i s ! , a n d $ is its re exive-symmetrictransitive closure, called convertibility. A system or indeed any binary relation is con uent if s; t ! v for some v, whenever if u ! s; t. Con uence is equivalent to the Church-Rosser property: s; t ! v whenever s $ t.
The con uence of unions of con uent relations was considered early on in Hindley, 1964; Rosen, 1973; Staples, 1975 . In the following circumstances, it is known that the union of two c o n u e n t systems is con uent: a The systems are both left-linear that is, no variable appears more than once on the left side Raoult and Vuillemin, 1980 . b There are no shared constructors Toyama, 1987b . c Both systems are bright meaning that the right-hand side of each r u l e i s a de ned symbol, not a variable or constructor Ohlebusch, 1994a . d Each system is normalizing in the sense that every term has at least one normal form Ohlebusch, 1994a . e One system is terminating and left-linear and the other is bright . This list and those in the sequel omit some known conditions that involve undecidable properties of the union.
The necessity of these conditions may be seen from the following standard example Huet, 1980 : gx; x ! 0 gx; cx ! 1 a ! ca A The upper part is not left-linear; the lower is not normalizing; c is a shared constructor; neither is bright.
A careful analysis of why modularity fails Dershowitz et al., 1997 shows that at the crux of the problem lie certain instances s and t of terms s and t appearing in left sides of one system such t h a t t contains s as a subterm, but no other de ned symbols. If s $ t holds in the union, but not in the one system alone, then con uence is not guaranteed. The above results follow from this observation.
Termination
A rewrite system or any binary relation is terminating if there are no in nite derivations t 1 ! t 2 ! .
Modularity of termination was considered in Dershowitz, 1981 . In the following circumstances, it is known that the union of two constructorsharing terminating systems is terminating: a One system is left-linear; the other is right linear no variable appears more than once on the right side and bright Bachmair and Dershowitz, 1986 . b The systems are each nitely-branching no term rewrites in one step to innitely many terms and remain terminating when combined with the noncon uent, nonbright system fhx; y ! x; hx; y ! yg for new function symbol h Gramlich, 1994 . c The systems do not share constructors and each remains terminating when combined with fhx; y ! x; hx; y ! yg for new function symbol h Ohlebusch, 1994b . d Both systems bright Gramlich, 1994; Ohlebusch, 1994b . e The systems are both non-duplicating that is, each rule's right side contains no more occurrences of any v ariable than does the left Dershowitz, 1995; Ohlebusch, 1994b . f One of the systems is both bright and non-duplicating Dershowitz, 1995; Ohlebusch, 1994b .
The necessity of most of these conditions can be seen from the following nonterminating union Toyama, 1987a : gx; y ! x gx; y ! y f0; 1; x ! fx; x; x B Its upper half is not bright; its lower half duplicates x, is not right linear, and is nonterminating when conjoined with the rules for h.
Convergence
A c o n vergent system is one that is both terminating and con uent. Con uence of the union follows from termination of the union by K n uth's Critical Pair Lemma Knuth and Bendix, 1970 , so one needs to nd conditions under which termination is preserved for con uent systems. Modularity o f c o n vergence was investigated in Bidoit, 1981 . In the following circumstances, it is known that the union of two constructorsharing convergent systems is convergent: a For each system no left side uni es with a proper subterm of any l e f t side with variables of the two sides considered disjoint Gramlich, 1992; Dershowitz, 1995 . b They have no shared constructors and both are left-linear Toyama et al., 1995 . c One is constructor-based proper subterms of left sides do not contain de ned symbols and left-linear Dershowitz, 1997 .
The case when both are constructor-based Middeldorp and Toyama, 1993 follows from a. Even without shared constructors, modularity fails in general as seen, for example, from the following nonterminating combination due to Drosten, 1989 : gx; x; y ! y gx; y; y ! x fa; b; x ! fx; x; x fx; y; z ! 0 a ! 0 b ! 0 C The upper part is not left-linear; the lower part is not constructor-based and a and b appear as proper subterms on its left. If the union is nonterminating, then there is an in nite derivation with minimal rank alternation of colors of symbols along a path from root to leaf with in nitely many rewrites in the cap topmost maximal monochrome context. Thus, subterms of lesser rank are terminating. To s h o w termination of the union, we need to nd a transformation of the alien terms subterms below t h e c a p such that a rewrite in the cap can be mirrored by a rewrite of transformed terms and such that a rewrite below the cap does not a ect the transformation. Variations on this approach l e a d t o t h e a b o ve results. Using the idea of Marchiori, 1995 for proving b, one can extend the modularity of con uence to some constructor-sharing unions of left-linear systems.
